
Heated Therapy Braces Manual

Disclaimer

This product is not used to completely cure joint and nerve diseases. It is only used
as an auxiliary means of related physiotherapy to relieve symptoms, promote
pet activity skills, or use as pet maintenance. 



PRODUCT INTRODUCTION  
Petietec Targeted Heating Therapy Braces are designed to help dogs recover from arthritis,
rheumatism, and postoperative procedures, providing pain relief. They are also an ideal
complement to regular medication or therapy treatment.

New graphene heating film technology to produce far infrared ray heat
that penetrates into bone and muscle to speed up local blood circulation,
melt away chronic pain, and improves the lubricating performance of
joint lubricating fluid.

What’s it used for

How dose the heat Braces works

Osteoarthritis, Hip Dysplasia, Elbow Dysplasia,Luxating patellas etc.
Post surgery support like TPLO,CCL and ACL surgery
Rehabilitation after injury
Decreased endurance during activity
Strain or sprain of the knee joint
Leg limping, instability, or fatigue

Product Feature

Widely approved by Professionals
Pets can move freely with the braces on
Three Heating Settings & Easy to Use
Targeted Heating
Natural, Safe and no side effect



PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
Heating Therapy Braces
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1.Therapy Vest

2.Hip Heated Therapy Brace

A.Top layer made of Tpu fabric

B.Power button

C.Power Bank Pocket

D.Adjustable chest band

E.Adjustable neckband

F.Adjustable leg band

G.Graphene heating panel

H.Inner layer made of Stereo Gille Fabric

Place the vest on the dog's back. Attach the chest

band first to keep it in place. Adjust the band to best fit. 

Attach the leg band from between the rear legs to the

side of the vest. Adjust the band to best fit. Repeat the

other side. 

Attach the last band either around the neck or around

the chest. Adjust the band to best fit.
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HOW TO PUT ON

A.Top layer made of Tpu fabric

B.Power button

C.Power Bank Pocket

D.Adjustable Leg bands

E.Graphene heating panel

F.Inner layer made of Stereo Gille Fabric

G.Connector

H.Adjustable Neckbands

I.Back connection band

J.Metal Hook

Place the neckband around the

dog's neck as a collar. 

Then position the adjustable strap

along the spine. 

Connect the hip brace to the 

trap. Adjust the strap to make sure

the brace is at the hip position. 

Attach the leg band from between

the rear legs to the side of the vest.

Adjust the band to best fit.

Repeat the other side. 

DESCRIPTION

3. Knee/elbow Heated Therapy Brace
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FRONT Back

HOW TO PUT ON

4.Shoulder & Neck Heated Therapy Brace

PACKAGE COMPONENTS

Wrap the knee brace around the

dog's knee or elbow. Remember

to keep the pocket on the outside.

Then Connect the elastic band to

both sides of knee braces. 

Connect the middle connector to

the collar. Adjust the band to

best fit.

It can also be used on front legs.

Just wrap to the pain position,

and connect the band. 

When wearing the leg brace

together with the hip or back

part, simply apply the velcro of

the connector to the surface of hip

or back brace. No need to connect

to the collar one more time. 
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HOW TO PUT ON

HEAT ON

Place the brace around the dog's

shoulder and neck. Attach the neck

band first to keep it in place.

Attach the leg bands from between

the front legs to the side of the

brace. Adjust the band to best fit.

Repeat the other side.

DESCRIPTION

A.Top layer made of Tpu fabric

B.Power button

C.Power Bank Pocket

D.Elastic Neck band

E.Elastic Left Leg band

F.Elastic Right Leg band

G.Graphene heating panel

H.Inner layer made of Stereo Gille Fabric

Install the power bank or power plug with

the micro USB connector. Press and hold

the power button for 3 seconds to turn it on.

Press the button to switch the temperature.

The three temperature ranges:

Red – (48℃/118.4℉)       

Blue–(40℃/104℉)          

Green–(35℃/95℉)



A natural pet health advocate, author, and former practicing veterinarian who enjoys
making free educational and instructional videos for pet lovers and pet parents.
His natural pet health YouTube channel, Veterinary Secrets, shares short educational and
instructional 'How To" videos on common pet health concerns, new discoveries and
updates in conventional and holistic veterinary medicine, as well as tips, techniques
and home remedies to help your dog and cat.He recommended our heated
therapy braces.

Dr. Andrew Jones

VETERINARIAN APPROVED

Three Heating Settings Targeted Heating Pets can move with
Braces on

Veterinarian Dr. Alex Avery shares his experience and knowledge with pet owners so
that we can be confident we are making the best choices for our furry family
member. Dr. Alex recommends our heated braces in his videos. He thinks that the heat
therapy is a natural and safe way to help dogs pain relief. And the heated therapy
brace will help improve healing and treat the chronic pain of arthritis in your dog.

Dr. Alex Avery

Targeted Heating Three Heating Settings Comfortable Materials



CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Name: Chino
Breed: German Shepherd
Age: 6
Health Issue: ACL replacement
& Arthritis
Product Used: Knee Brace,
hip brace

Chino the GSD had ACL Surgery

Name: Tonka
Breed: American Bully
Age: 5
Health Issue: Luxating patellas
Product Used: Back brace,
Knee brace

Tonka for Luxating Patellas

Name: Nella
Breed: German Shepherd
Age: 9
Health Issue: Arthritis
Product Used: Knee brace,
hip brace

Nella the GSD with Arthritis
in Knees

“She isn't as stiff when getting
up after using them which is
amazing!”

“It’s super easy to stay in place.
Tonk feels sooooooo good! ”

“It helped my knee feel better
and I’ve been able to enjoy
my walks”

Name: Sallie
Breed: Labrador
Age: 7
Health Issue: CCL/hip dysplasia
Product Used: Hip Brace

Chino the GSD had ACL Surgery

Name: Risotto
Breed: Bulldog  
Age: 3
Health Issue: Hip dysplasia
Product Used: Hip Brace

Tonka for Luxating Patellas

Name: Laika
Breed: German Shepherd
Age: 4
Health Issue: Cervical
Myelopathy
Product Used: Knee brace,
hip brace, back vest

Nella the GSD with Arthritis
in Knees

“She has been enjoying using
it and I really think it's
helping her!”

“Heat therapy has been so
beneficial for my hips!”

“It's easy to use, it's comfortable
for the dogs. They all fell
asleep. ”



Your dog may need a few minutes to adjust to wearing the braces. Check the fit to ensure
there are no areas of discomfort. Monitor the dog during the treatment period. 
Vet suggests doing the treatment 10-20 minutes each time, 2 times a day. 
Waterproof fabric, hand washes only.

https://partner.petietec.com/
Email:petietecvendorservice@gmail.com

HELPFUL TIPS

DO NOT leave the dog unattended while wearing the device.
DO NOT allow your dog to chew on the braces.
DO NOT attach to wounded skin directly. 
DO NOT place in the microwave oven or high-pressure gas, in order to avoid fire.
Please stop use immediately when the device is abnormally hot to avoid damage or fire.

WARNING


